Abstract. In this paper we study the clustering of SZ-selected galaxy clusters on a past light-cone, particularly paying attention to the possibility of constraining properties of dark energy. The prospects of detecting baryonic features in the cluster power spectrum for a wide and shallow survey like PLANCK, and for an SPT-like narrow and deep survey are discussed. It is demonstrated that these future blank sky SZ surveys will have capability to improve significantly over the recently announced detection of baryonic oscillations based on the SDSS Luminous Red Galaxy (LRG) sample. We carry out parameter estimation using Fisher matrix approach taking into account the anisotropic nature of the power spectrum due to redshift space and cosmological distortions. The clustering signal which is not too sensitive to systematic uncertainties serves as a valuable piece of information that in combination with other sources of data helps in breaking degeneracies between the cosmological parameters.
Introduction
In the early 1970's it was recognized that acoustic waves in the radiation dominated matter prior to the epoch of recombination of hydrogen in the Universe resulted in the characteristic pattern of maxima and minima in the post-recombination matter power spectrum (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1970; Peebles & Yu 1970; Doroshkevich et al. 1978) . These acoustic peaks depend on the size of the sound horizon and on the relative phases of the perturbations containing different masses at the moment of recombination. For a given set of parameters of the Universe (Ω b h 2 , Ω m h 2 ) the position of the maxima and minima are fully determined. Acoustic oscillations leave fixed scales (not only one, but numerous) on the angular perturbations of the CMB. Boomerang, 1 MAXIMA-1, 2 WMAP, 3 VSA, 4 CBI, 5 and many other CMB experiments detected first acoustic peaks in the CMB power spectrum with a high confidence level. These observations gave very important information about the key parameters of the Universe using the angular scale of acoustic fea-tures as rulers and taking into account the ratio of amplitudes of the different peaks.
The existence of acoustic rulers in the Universe is of enormous importance since they permit us to measure the behavior of the Hubble parameter with redshift and also allow us to establish the distance-redshift relation. This is especially important now when the discovery of dark energy (DE) is introducing more questions than the amount of answers it provides. Different areas of observational cosmology (SNe Ia e.g. SCP , 6 high-z SN search; 7 large scale structure surveys e.g. SDSS, 8 2dF 9 ; CMB experiments) provide evidence that the expansion of our Universe is proceeding in an accelerated fashion since z ∼ 0.75. Currently there is no physical understanding or even a reliable model for the DE. One of the first tasks to understand the nature of DE will be the measurement of its equation of state parameter, w = P/ρ, and its possible evolution with time w(z). When we are equipped with a good standard ruler and are able to measure its angular behavior with redshift, we can obtain very valuable information about w (z) . With the CMB data we can determine an angular diameter distance to the last scattering surface with high precision. By combining this information with the measurement of acoustic peaks in the distribution of baryons at lower redshifts 0 < z < 1 − 2, we will have 2 G. Hütsi: Clustering of SZ clusters unique information about effective w and may even be able to determine w(z).
It was obvious since the first publications that acoustic oscillations should also leave their imprint on the large scale structure of the Universe and thus influence e.g. the correlation function and the power spectrum of galaxies. The first successful detection of these features was presented by Eisenstein et al. (2005) who found traces of acoustic oscillations in the distribution of luminous red galaxies for which they had excellent measurements of angular positions and redshifts obtained by the SDSS collaboration.
In this paper we wish to discuss the opportunities which will be opened for the planned blank sky deep SZ cluster surveys which will be performed in the coming years. Clusters of galaxies are especially interesting objects for the study of acoustic features in the spatial distribution of objects since it has long been known that the clustering of clusters is an order of magnitude enhanced in comparison to galaxies (Bahcall & Soneira 1983; Kaiser 1984) . Therefore even with smaller statistics of clusters it is possible to get useful results.
In the next few years there will be very deep SZ cluster surveys of the restricted regions of the sky performed by several projects, e.g. APEX, 10 SZA, 11 AMI, 12 ACT 13 . Our analysis showed that the volume of these surveys and the amount of possible cluster detections will be unfortunately insufficient for the search of the acoustic wiggles in the power spectrum. However, two planned surveys which will be carried out by PLANCK Surveyor 14 spacecraft and the South Pole Telescope 15 (SPT) have very good prospects for the detection of acoustic features. PLANCK will make shallow blank sky cluster survey permitting one to detect up to 20, 000 rich clusters of galaxies (e.g. Majumdar & Mohr (2004) ) with the bulk of objects at z < 0.5, but will reach distances of z ∼ 0.8. In contrast the SPT survey will observe more deep, but will cover only 10% of the sky. This survey is expected to detect up to 30, 000 clusters of galaxies (Majumdar & Mohr (2004) ), and many of them will be at significantly higher redshifts compared to the ones observed by PLANCK. Unfortunatelly it is not enough to measure only the SZ flux or brightness of the clusters. In order to measure the equation of state of DE we need the redshift estimate for each cluster in the sample which will be hard and time consuming work for many optical, X-ray and possibly radio astronomers. However, when this problem is solved, cosmologists will have a unique sample of clusters of galaxies with good knowledge on their angular position, redshift, and hopefully also mass. In this paper we investigate what limits to the DE equation of state might be obtained when these gigantic experimental efforts are completed. It is obvious that in parallel other ways to measure w(z) will be implemented, but any additional and independent information will be useful. Especially important is that PLANCK and SPT surveys of clusters of galaxies will be performed in any case. Certainly for many various purposes: (i) study of the redshift distribution of clusters, (ii) study of the properties of the clusters as a population, (iii) search for the high-z clusters etc., we always need to estimate redshift. Therefore the information on power spectrum of clusters of galaxies, acoustic wiggles and following determination of w is coming as complementary but extremely important part of these surveys.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe an analytical model for a cluster power spectrum on a light-cone and calibrate it against the numerical simulations. Sec. 3 discusses the possibility of detecting baryonic oscillations with the forthcoming SZ surveys. In Sec. 4 we carry out parameter forecasting using a Fisher matrix approach and finally, Sec. 5 contains our conclusions.
Light-cone power spectrum of galaxy clusters
In this section we present the theoretical model for calculating the cluster power spectrum on our past light-cone. In order to assess the accuracy of the theoretical description, we make comparisons with the VIRGO Hubble Volume simulation outputs. We start with a very brief description of the VIRGO simulations and proceed with the calculation of power spectra using light-cone cluster catalogs provided by VIRGO Consortium 16 .
Cluster power spectra from VIRGO simulations
We use outputs from the ΛCDM Hubble Volume simulation that was run in a 3000 h −1 Mpc comoving box with a particle mass of 2.25 · 10 12 h −1 M ⊙ . The other simulation parameters were as follows: Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7, Ω b = 0.04, h = 0.7 and σ 8 = 0.9 (for further details see e.g. Evrard et al. (2002) ). In our study we used z = 0 snapshot, SphereB and OctantB light-cone catalogs 17 . The z = 0 cluster catalog used friend-offriend scheme with a linking length b = 0.164 for cluster identification, while for the light-cone outputs spherical overdensity method with the overdensity 200 relative to the critical density was applied. The minimum number of particles per cluster is 30 and 12 for the z = 0 and light-cone catalogs, respectively.
To calculate power spectrum we follow the direct method of Feldman et al. (1994) (FKP) , which is shown to be optimal for sufficiently large k−modes i.e. k ≫ 1/L, where L is a typical spatial extent of a survey volume (Tegmark et al. 1998) . Because FFTs are used to achieve significant speedup for Fourier sum calculations, we have to find density field on a grid at first. To this end we use the Triangular Shaped Cloud (TSC) (Hockney & Eastwood 1988 ) mass assignment scheme. Thus our density field is a filtered version of the underlying field, and as shown in Jing (2005) , the real power spectrum P can be expressed as the following sum over aliases (correct again for the case k ≫ 1/L):
where the raw power spectrum:
and Fourier transform of the overdensity field on a grid is calculated as usual:
Here n g is the number density field on a grid without any selection effect corrections, S is a selection function that incorporates also survey geometry (i.e. S = 0 outside of survey boundaries),n is the mean underlying number density and the sum runs over all grid cells. A Fourier transform of the selection function S (k) in Eq. (1) is normalized so that S (0) = 1 and the mass assignment window in the case of the TSC scheme can be expressed as:
The second term on the left-hand side of Eq.(1) is the shot noise contribution and in the case of the TSC filter can be shown to give the following result (Jing 2005 ):
As a brief sketch our power spectrum calculation consists of the following steps:
1. determination of the selection function S (including survey geometry) and mean underlying number densityn, 2. calculation of the overdensity field on a grid using TSC mass assignment scheme and its Fourier transform as given in Eq. (3), 3. subtraction of the shot noise term (Eq. (5)) from the raw power spectrum (Eq. (2)), 4. isotropization of the shot noise corrected power spectrum, i.e. averaging over k-space shells, 5. application of normalization correction due to selection effects, i.e. dividing by k S 2 (k), 6. deconvolving the smearing effect of the TSC mass assignment.
The "sharpening" in the last step is done using an iterative method as described in Jing (2005) with the only difference that here we do not approximate the power spectrum simply with a power law, but also allow for a running of the spectral index, i.e. we approximate it with a parabola in log-log coordinates. It must be noted, that when calculating the power spectrum in the above described way we assumed that the influence of selection/survey geometry effects on power spectrum are separable. This is certainly not the case for the large scales (k ∼ 1/L) and also if too narrow (i.e. ∆k 1/L) power spectrum bins are used. In the following we always take the power spectrum binning broad enough so that the neighboring bins can be safely assumed to be uncorrelated. The power spectrum error is estimated using the simple "mode counting" result of FKP (see also Tegmark et al. (1998) ):
where V k = 4πk 2 ∆k/(2π) 3 is the volume of the k−space shell and V eff is the effective volume given by:
Here dV c is a comoving volume element and the weight function:
for number weightinḡ n(z) 1+n(z)P for an optimal FKP weighting. (8) Before we proceed with the power spectrum calculation there is still one small but important detail that we must consider. Namely the halos of the VIRGO Hubble Volume simulations were identified using the spherical overdensity algorithm with an overdensity 200 with respect to the critical density at the identification epoch (Evrard et al. 2002) (Press & Schechter 1974; Mo & White 1996; Sheth & Tormen 1999; Sheth et al. 2001 ) provide a good match to simulations if overdensity 180 with respect to the background density is used (corresponding mass M 180 ) (e.g. Jenkins et al. (2001) ). In order to convert from one mass definition to the other we assume that the density profile of clusters is given by the NFW (Navarro et al. 1997) profile:
and the concentration parameter c = r v /r s (r v -virial radius) and its evolution as a function of virial mass M v is given as follows (Bullock et al. 2001) :
Here M * is a standard nonlinear mass scale defined through σ(M * , z) ≡ δ c (z), where σ 2 (M, z) is the variance of the linearly evolved density field on the comoving scale corresponding to the mass M at redshift z and δ c (z) is the spherical collapse threshold e.g. in Einstein-de Sitter model δ c (0) = 1.686.
Then the mass within the radius r can be expressed as:
where
ρ c is the critical density and ∆ is the halo overdensity with respect to the background matter density at the epoch of halo identification.
In order to convert halo mass M corresponding to the overdensity ∆ to the one corresponding to the overdensity ∆ ′ we proceed as follows:
1. from Eq. (11) determine radius r corresponding to the mass M and overdensity ∆, 2. solve
for virial radius r v . Here ∆ v is the virial overdensity that we find numerically solving the spherical tophat collapse model (fitting formulae for ∆ v for some cosmological models are given in Bryan & Norman (1998) ), 3. solve
for r ′ , 4. from Eq. (11) find M ′ corresponding to the radius r ′ and overdensity ∆ ′ .
The results of this mass conversion from M C 200 to M 180 are shown in Fig. 1 as a fractional increase in mass f = M 180 /M C 200 − 1 for different redshifts. We see that especially for low redshift clusters this mass change can reach up to 50%. In Fig. 2 we demonstrate the importance of the mass conversion in order to get agreement with the analytical mass function calculations. Here the mass function on a light-cone was calculated as follows: 0.0 < z < 0.2 (x 1000) 0.0 < z < 0.5 (x 100) 0.0 < z < 1.0 (x 10) 0.0 < z < Here dV c is a comoving volume element and n(M, z) is a mass function as described in Sheth & Tormen (1999) , which is known to give a very good description of N-body results (Jenkins et al. 2001 ). Now we finally proceed with the power spectrum calculations. In the upper panel of Fig. 3 we show various corrections needed in order to achieve a reliable estimate of the power spectrum of the underlying cluster distribution whereas the lower panel demonstrates the consistency of the applied "sharpening" scheme. Here we have used the z = 0 cluster catalog to allow for a comparison with the results presented in Colberg et al. (2000) . The lower mass for the cluster selection was taken to be 1.0 · 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ in order to get the total number of objects equal to ∼ 915, 000 as was used in Colberg et al. (2000) . Also we have selected a spherical volume out of the full box to test how well the geometry correction works. The results of this comparison are given in Fig. 4 . We see that Colberg et al. (2000) power spectrum agrees with our calculations at the largest scales, however, for the smaller scales it drops below our results. We suspect that their correction for the grid smoothing effect was insufficient, although in their paper they do not describe how the power spectrum was calculated. As can be seen from the figure the shape of our cluster power spectrum agrees very well with the linear theory matter power spectrum up to the scale k ∼ 0.15 h Mpc −1 . Clearly with such a huge number of clusters (∼ 477, 000 inside our spherical volume) baryonic oscillations are easily detectable and the corresponding "smooth" model without them is certainly disfavored. The theoretical matter power spectra were calculated as described in Eisenstein & Hu (1998) . Using the z = 0 cluster catalog we also calculate power spectra and two-point correlation functions for various lower mass cutoffs. These results are presented in Fig. 5 where left-hand panels show power spectra divided by the smooth model without baryonic oscillations and right-hand panels respective correlation functions. Here the uppermost power spectrum is the same as the one given in Fig. 4 . Solid/dotted lines show theoretical models with/without baryonic oscillations. Correlation functions were calculated using the estimator given by Landy & Szalay (1993) :
which has minimal variance for a Poisson process. Here DD, DR and RR represent the respective normalized data-data, datarandom and random-random pair counts in a given distance range. Random catalogs were generated with ten times the number of objects in the main catalogs. The survey geometry was again taken to be a spherical volume reaching redshift z = 0.58. The number of objects corresponding to the lower mass cutoffs of 1.0 · 10 14 , 2.0 · 10 14 , 3.0 · 10 14 , 4.0 · 10 14 and 5.0 · 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ (friend-of-friend masses) were respectively 476, 634, 167, 898, 80, 811, 45, 836 and 27, 955 . For the correlation function we have shown only a simple Poissonian errors:
(Errors due to the terms DR and RR can be neglected because of the much larger number of available pairs.) These errorbars are an underestimate of the true variance, being only exact for the Poissonian point process. To estimate true errors, one needs to have a knowledge about the 3-and 4-point correlation function of the clustering pattern. We are not going to elaborate further on these issues since the following analysis is based solely on power spectrum. From Fig. 5 we see that baryonic features are certainly visible down to the case with a lowest number of clusters. The only exception is that the correlation function with the lowest number of objects which is showing rather noisy behavior near the expected baryonic bump. We also note that for the least massive systems, due to the nonlinear evolution, the power spectrum starts to rise at k 0.15 h Mpc −1 . For the more massive systems, on the other hand, opposite trend is visible i.e. decrease of power. This is due to the cluster formation which can be viewed as a kind of smoothing filter acting on an initial density perturbation field.
It is worth pointing out some advantages and disadvantages for using the power spectrum rather than the correlation function. Although in the limit of an infinite survey volume and sampling density the correlation function and the power spectrum are equivalent descriptors of spatial clustering, in more realistic cases with a finite volume and limited number of objects, due to the different sensitivity to the edge effects, sampling density/selection effects etc., these statistics are complementary ways of describing clustering. The advantage of the power spectrum is that different wavenumber bins, if being wide enough (i.e. ∆k 1/L; L− smallest linear dimension of the survey volume), can be assumed to be uncorrelated, which significantly simplifies error analysis. In contrary, bins of the correlation function are highly correlated and in order to estimate covariance matrix properly, one usually needs to generate a large sample of mock catalogs using Monte Carlo techniques. Also, the power spectrum is less sensitive to inaccuracies in our knowledge of the survey selection function (only the largest scales will be influenced), which is not the case for the correlation function. On the other hand, if we are interested in measuring the sound horizon imprinted on the spatial distribution of clusters, then the correlation function might seem to be preferable, since the dispersed out signal in the form of series of acoustic oscillations in the power spectrum will be projected into a single bump in the correlation function. However, Eisenstein et al. (2005) got agreeing results both when constructing covariance matrix determined from series of mock catalogs or when building it first in Fourier space (using Gaussian approximation) and rotating this diagonal matrix into the real-space basis. According to this result one may argue that there is no any serious advantage of using the correlation function over the power spectrum. Thus in the following we concentrate only on the power spectrum analysis.
Comparison with the analytical description:
accuracy of the biasing scheme Yamamoto et al. (1999) with a slight modification to allow for various weight functions, so:
where the weight function W(z) is given in Eq.(8). There the number density of objects is provided by the cumulative mass function at redshift z:
The power spectrum of clusters more massive than M low at redshift z is given as:
where the effective bias parameter:
D + (z) is the growing mode of linear density fluctuations normalized such that D + (z = 0) = 1 and P(k, z = 0) is the matter power spectrum at current epoch, which is calculated using the transfer functions presented in Eisenstein & Hu (1998) . For the mass function n(M, z) and bias parameter b(M, z) we use both Press-Schechter (PS) (Press & Schechter 1974) and Sheth-Tormen (ST) (Sheth & Tormen 1999) prescriptions. It is well known that PS mass function underestimates the number density of massive objects (Sheth & Tormen 1999) . What concerns bias parameter, PS overestimates while ST underestimates it for massive halos (especially so at larger redshifts) (Sheth & Tormen 1999) . It turns out that PS underestimation of number density is approximately compensated by its overestimation of bias parameter, and as such, we get the best agreement with the numerical light-cone power spectra using a plain PS approach. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 where we show the light-cone power spectra for various values of lower mass cutoff M low . Results on the upper panel apply for the SphereB cluster catalog (reaching redshift z ∼ 0.58) whereas the ones on the lower part of the figure correspond to the OctantB catalog (reaching z ∼ 1.46) of VIRGO Hubble Volume simulation outputs. We obtained the best agreement if clusters were selected using M 180 , but in bias calculations virial mass M vir was used instead.
Overall we can say that the agreement between the numerical results and an analytical description is better than 20%.
SZ clusters and baryonic oscillations
According to the concordance cosmological model (Bahcall et al. 1999; Spergel et al. 2003) periodic wiggles with a relative amplitude of ∼ 5% (see Fig. 7 ). The same mechanism is responsible for a well-known prominent peak structure in the angular CMB temperature power spectrum. The discovery of the analogous features in the lowz matter power spectrum would certainly serve as an important test for the models of structure formation. The correspondance of the peaks in the matter power spectrum to the ones in the CMB angular power spectrum is given in Fig. 7 (1. vertical line represents the position of the 1st CMB acoustic peak etc.). We see that on small scales the corresponding features are out of phase. This is due to the so-called velocity overshoot, meaning that at those scales the growing mode of density fluctuations is mostly sourced by the velocity perturbations (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1970; Eisenstein & Hu 1998) . At larger scales, on the other hand, fluctuations in the density provide a dominant source term and so the corresponding features in the power spectra are in phase. As previously mentioned, these oscillations provide us with a very good standard ruler (i.e. sound horizon) to carry out classical cosmological tests (e.g. Eisenstein & Hu (1998) ; Eisenstein et al. (2005) ). In order to see these features in the matter power spectrum one certainly 
Fig. 7.
Theoretical dark matter power spectra with a smooth component divided out (using transfer functions as given by Eisenstein & Hu (1998) ) for the WMAP concordance model (solid line) and for the model used in VIRGO Hubble Volume simulations (dashed line). The numbered vertical lines show the locations of the corresponding peaks in the CMB angular power spectrum e.g. 1. corresponds to the 1st acoustic peak etc.
needs a "tracer" population of objects whose clustering properties with respect to the underlying dark matter distribution are reasonably well understood. These objects should be numerous enough to reduce discreteness noise on one hand, but on the other hand they should fill as large of a comoving volume as possible to decrease cosmic variance. Thus, for a time-limited observational campaign there is certainly an optimal solution here, and it is claimed that the SDSS LRG sample is rather close to that optimum for the currently existing observational technology (e.g. Matsubara & Szalay (2001) ). As already mentioned earlier the analysis of this sample has yielded a detection of a clear acoustic feature in the spatial two point correlation function. Future projects such as the K.A.O.S. galaxy redshift survey has one of its main scientific targets the detection of baryon oscillations in the spatial clustering of high−z galaxies. The possibility of using the above mentioned galaxy redshift surveys for measuring sound horizon has been discussed in several papers e.g. Blake & Glazebrook (2003); Linder (2003) ; Seo & Eisenstein (2003) ; Hu & Haiman (2003) whereas the similar discussion in the context of photometric redshift surveys is carried out in Blake & Bridle (2005) .
Here instead of galaxies we discuss the possibility of using SZ-selected galaxy clusters for that purpose. Some calculations related to the SPT-type of SZ survey were also presented in Hu & Haiman (2003) . It is clear from Figs. 4 and 7 that with a wide field galaxy cluster surveys we should be especially sensitive to the scales that correspond to the 2nd and 3rd acoustic peaks in the CMB angular power spectrum.
A few advantages of using galaxy clusters as compared to the galaxies would be the following:
-With relatively small cluster samples it is possible to probe large cosmological volumes (thus reducing cosmic variance).
-Clustering signal of galaxy clusters is amplified with respect that of galaxies. -The relation with respect to the underlying dark matter field is rather well understood and also redshift space distortions are easily corrected for (linear theory suffices).
The biggest disadvantage is of course a rather low number density i.e. we might have problems with a high shot noise contribution.
SZ-selected clusters. Mass-observable relations
In order to compare observations with the models one has to establish mass-observable relations and also specify survey selection criteria. Here for the shake of simplicity we assume that all the clusters remain unresolved i.e. we assume that our sample is effectively flux-selected. This is a rather good approximation for the case of PLANCK, but for surveys like ACT and SPT extra complications will arise since part of the cluster population will be resolved and so the selection function has one additional degree of freedom, namely surface brightness. As our aim here is not to give any detailed predictions for a particular survey these assumptions seem to be quite reasonable. The change in detected flux towards a galaxy cluster due to the thermal SZ effect can be expressed as:
where I 0 = 2(kT cmb ) 3 /(hc) 2 ≃ 2.7 · 10 11 mJy/sr, f b is cluster baryonic fraction which we take to be equal to the cosmic average Ω b /Ω m , d A (z) is angular diameter distance to the cluster, µ e = 2/(1 + X) for the case of fully ionized plasma with negligible metallicity (we take µ e = 1.14). The spectral function g(x) is given as follows (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1980) :
where the dimensionless frequency x = hν/kT cmb ≃ 0.0176 · ν(GHz). For the mass-temperature relation we assume a simple virial scaling (Bryan & Norman 1998) :
Here ∆ c (z) is a critical collapse overdensity with respect to the critical density at redshift z and E(z) = H(z)/H 0 . The normalizing constant A is determined so as to obtain a good match for the SZ cluster number counts from the state-of-the-art hydrodynamical simulations by White et al. (2002) . These simulations included gas cooling processes and also feedback from supernovae and galactic winds. If we measure kT in keV and M in units of h −1 M ⊙ , then a good fit can be obtained if A ≃ 1.0·10
−10
as seen in Fig. 8 . Here we present results both for ST and PS mass functions. In reality of course the mass-observable relations are currently rather poorly known but one may argue that planned surveys with the yields of tens of thousands of galaxy clusters have significant power for "self-calibration" ( much better approach would be establishing these scaling laws using external mass determinations (e.g. through lensing studies) for a subset of a complete sample. Of course for a more precise modeling of the selection effects one also has to consider scatter around these mean relations. These issues can be established once we have a real sample in hand, but for the moment we can only hope that the scaling laws we use here are not too much off from the real world ones. Moreover, the clustering as compared to the number count of objects is much less sensitive to the uncertainties in the precise knowledge of the selection effects. Here the selection effects enter while relating the clustering of tracer objects to the underlying dark matter i.e. while determining the effective bias of objects. As it turns out (see Sec. 4), future large cluster samples are able to provide a good estimate of the effective bias themselves through the redshift space distortions.
Accuracy of power spectrum determination
In this subsection we study how well we can determine the power spectrum with SZ surveys having various sensitivity limits, specifically concentrating on the range 1 . . . 25 mJy. Our results for ∆P/P (or equivalently for effective volume, see Eq. (6)) and for the number of detectable clusters are given in Fig.  9 . Here the upper panel assumes full sky coverage whereas the lower one applies for one octant of the sky. With solid and dashed lines we have plotted achieved fractional accuracy ∆P/P for different lower flux limits and follow-up survey depths applying FKP and volume weighting, respectively. The wavenumber k in the calculations was taken to be 0.05 h Mpc −1 , which is close to the first major acoustic feature in the expected matter power spectrum (see Fig. 7 ) and the bin width ∆k = 0.005 h Mpc −1 , being large enough, so that even for the shallowest surveys reaching only z ∼ 0.2 the power spectrum bins can be assumed to be independent. Here and also in the following we make analytical calculations for the observa- tional frequency 150 GHz and assume cosmological parameters consistent with the WMAP concordance model (Spergel et al. 2003) . Light-cone power spectra for SZ clusters is calculated using Eq. (18) where the lower integration boundary M low (F, z) is given by Eq. (22) and (24). Then ∆P/P is found using Eq. (6), (7) and (8) where the mean underlying number densityn(z) is given by Eq. (19). Also we have taken into account the increase of the isotropized power spectrum due to linear redshift space distortions by a factor of 1 + 2β/3 + β 2 /5 (Kaiser 1987), where β = D + /b eff .
The solid and dashed lines in Fig. 9 starting from below correspond to ∆P/P values of 6%, 5%, 4%, . . . in the upper panel and 10%, 9%, 8%, . . . in the lower one. With the dot-dashed lines we have plotted the number of clusters. Moving from the lower right to the upper left each line represents a factor two increase in the number with the starting values being 20, 000 and 10, 000 in upper and lower panels, respectively. The flattening out of ∆P/P and cluster number curves at low fluxes is due to the imposed lower mass cutoff 1.0 · 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ . Thus below some flux limit we see all the clusters inside a specified volume that have masses above that cutoff value. Finally, the dotted curve represents an optimal depth up to which the accuracy of power spectrum determination for a simple volume weighting keeps on increasing. For too big volumes shot noise will start to degrade the results, whereas for too small volumes cosmic variance is the limiting factor. As also seen from the figure-in the case of FKP weighting-the accuracy of power spectrum estimate does not degrade as we move to higher distances since we downweight the contribution of the far away objects in such a way as to compensate for the increase in shot noise. Although the FKP weighting scheme is not strictly optimal in our case since it was derived assuming a fixed i.e. non-evolving underlying power spectrum, it is certainly doing a much better job as compared to a simple number or volume weighing schemes. Certainly, for a bit better scheme one should weight down the contribution of the far away objects slightly more mildly since the clustering strength of these objects is higher. Nevertheless in the following calculations for the shake of simplicity we still apply FKP weight function.
The results in Fig. 9 assumed that we have a full follow-up such that we are able to obtain all the redshifts of the clusters detected by an imaging survey. Also the sample was assumed to be purely flux-selected which is rather unrealistic for real experiments e.g. for PLANCK many clusters remain undetected due to rather poor angular resolution or oppositely in the case of SPT some fraction of clusters will be "resolved out" and significant amount of signal will be lost. So in general quite many objects might remain undetected due to these reasons. If the systems that are left out are low mass clusters (as in the case of PLANCK) then our power spectrum estimate might actually improve since the effective bias factor of the remaining objects is higher. On the other hand of course the level of shot noise will increase. Thus there is certainly a trade-off between these two effects. Left-hand panel of Fig. 10 shows how much we can improve by eliminating lower mass objects from the flux-limited sample. The dashed curves here are the same as the ones given in Fig. 9 . The corresponding number of clusters is given on the left panel of the figure. We also ask the following question: if we were given a chance to follow-up exactly N clusters then which way one should choose them? Should they be more massive and cover larger volume or be more densely distributed in a smaller volume? In Fig. 11 we present the results of this constrained optimization at 150 GHz for two different selection criteria: (1) F low = 5 mJy and 1/8 of the sky and, (2) F low = 17 mJy for the full sky. The first might be applicable for the case of SPT and the second for the PLANCK mission 18 . In practice of course the measurements will be performed in many frequency channels which helps to separate clusters from other foreground sources due to the specific frequency behavior of the thermal SZ effect. Here for sim- 18 Using the spectral dependence of thermal SZ effect (see Eq. (23) plicity we have chosen the sensitivity limits corresponding to the "weakest" of the channels available for SZ purposes. The upper left-hand panel shows the minimal obtainable f = ∆P/P while the corresponding upper redshift and lower mass limits are displayed in the upper right-hand and lower left-hand panels, respectively. Finally, the total number of objects above the applied limiting flux versus the number of clusters used for follow-up is presented in the lower right-hand panel. We see that for a full sky with the 20, 000 most massive clusters up to redshift z ∼ 0.6, one could obtain an estimate of the power spectrum at k = 0.05 h Mpc −1 with a fractional error below 5% while for the one octant of the sky we always stay above 5% accuracy 19 . The previously described approach where we use all the data to obtain just a single combined estimate of the power spectrum is fine if we only intend to place constraints on Ω DE . Combining this power spectrum estimate which is sensitive to Ω m h with the CMB constraint on Ω m h 2 gives us Ω m and h separately. Additionally, knowing the geometry of the Universe from CMB measurements gives us immediately an estimate for Ω DE . Since in the majority of the DE models DE starts to dominate relatively recently, driving the Universe furthest from the plain Einstein-de Sitter behavior, the best redshift to complement the CMB data is at z = 0.
On the other hand if our aim is to constrain the equation of state parameter w and its possible change in time it is essential to measure the power spectrum at different redshifts. This leads to the question of how to bin up the sample in redshift? Certainly there are optimal ways of combining data, but unfortunately they all depend on the way we choose to parametrize our model for DE. Recently paper Huterer & Starkman (2003) argued that in the absence of theoretically well motivated parametrization one should use a stepwise function with the value w i in the i-th redshift bin and let the data itself determine which combinations of w i will be well constrained. One can then reconstruct the behavior of w with the redshift as a linear combination of the "cleanest" eigenmodes. Here we are not trying to implement that kind of general parametrization since we think that as the first step it should be sufficient just to determine an effective constant w and see weather it deviates from the currently most well motivated w = −1. Therefore, in the following we mostly investigate the case with a constant equation of state parameter w 0 . The redshift binning is chosen so as to get equal relative accuracies of the power spectrum in each bin. The results of this binning procedure for 4 redshift bins are given in Fig. 12 , where in the inset as an upper curve we also show the relative accuracy achieved in each bin. The lower curve corresponds to obtainable accuracy for the full sample without any binning. This kind of redshift division is also used in the following parameter estimation section. 
Prospects of detecting baryonic "wiggles"
The relative amplitude of acoustic oscillations in the mater power spectrum for the WMAP concordance model as well as in the power spectrum used in VIRGO Hubble Volume simulations is shown in Fig. 7 . Here the smooth component was divided out using the fitting formulae provided by Eisenstein & Hu (1998) . In order to be able to detect these features the accuracy of the power spectrum determination should be of comparable size i.e. ∆P/P ∼ 5%. This implies that for a full sky survey one needs on the order of 25, 000 galaxy clusters inside the volume with limiting redshift z ∼ 0.6 as seen from the upper panel of Fig. 11 . It is clear that with clusters one might hope to detect only the first few acoustic signatures, e.g. the major features at k ∼ 0.045 and ∼ 0.075 h Mpc −1 , since they are rare enough objects to enable the sampling of the smaller scale density field.
To study these issues in a more realistic fashion we again exploit the Hubble Volume simulation cluster catalogs. We determine the power spectra for a range of lower fluxes and limiting redshifts, and for each wavenumber bin compare with the predictions of the smooth analytical model i.e. the one without acoustic oscillations. Here we do not apply the usual χ 2 -test, which characterizes only a global goodness of fit of the model, but instead apply the so-called False Discovery Rate (FDR) test from the field of multiple hypothesis testing. This way one can nicely localize the power spectrum regions where the smooth model does not provide an acceptable description of the data and will be rejected. For the full description of the FDR method with applications we refer the reader to the very clear presentation by Miller et al. (2001) .
To calculate the p-values needed for the FDR test we assume Gaussian statistics, which is justified at the scales of interest here due to the large number of contributing modes, and also due to the fact that at these significantly large scales the nonlinear effects are negligible. The significance level of the test α was taken to be 0.1 i.e. on average only 10% of the rejections are the false ones. In Fig. 13 we show the number of rejections for the 7 bins comprising the wavenumber range k = 0.04 . . . 0.065 h Mpc −1 for different z and F values. This is the wavenumber range where we would expect to see the first major acoustic dip as seen in Fig. 7 . As expected the smooth model provides a poor description of the data for the low-F−high-z corner of the 2D grid and here we can claim that we are seeing traces of acoustic oscillations. Contrary, for the model with baryonic oscillations we do not have any rejections. Comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 9 one can see that the "region of detectability" lies inside of the 5% ∆P/P contour (assuming k = 0.05 h Mpc −1 and ∆k = 0.005 h Mpc −1 ) as was previously guessed.
Since the study of the SDSS LRG sample has led to the detection of acoustic oscillations in the spatial distribution of galaxies (Eisenstein et al. 2005) , 20 it would be instructive to compare the "strength" of this survey with respect to the planned blank sky SZ cluster surveys like PLANCK and SPT. The results of this comparison in the form of ∆P/P are given in Fig. 14. Here the solid lines correspond to the PLANCK-like shallow and wide survey with a limiting redshift of z = 0.6 and with a full sky coverage. The dashed lines show the results for the SPT-like deep survey covering one octant of the sky. Each set of lines corresponds to the detected cluster numbers (starting from above): 15, 000, 25, 000 and 35, 000. The dotted curve, showing the results for SDSS LRG sample, is found using Eq. (6) and the data for the effective volume given in Fig. 1 of Eisenstein et al. (2005) (again ∆k = 0.005 h Mpc −1 was assumed). We can see that future SZ surveys have certainly enough strength upon improving the results obtained using the SDSS LRG sample. 20 The detection has also been claimed using 2dF redshift survey (Cole et al. 2005) . 
Constraints on Dark Energy

2D power spectrum on a light-cone
Armed with a parametrized (and well calibrated) analytical model for the light-cone power spectra of SZ-selected clusters of galaxies, we can proceed to estimate the accuracy in which it is possible to recover cosmological parameters. However, there are still a few issues that we must address first. Since the observations are done in cosmological (as opposed to the comoving) redshift space there are two additional effects one has to take into account:
1. The increase of power along the line of sight due to the large scale coherent inflows towards massive accretion centers. This effect is rather easily accounted for using results from the linear theory. 2. Cosmological distortion due to the fact that one can directly observe only redshifts, and in order to find the corresponding comoving distances, one has to assume some cosmo-logical model. Choosing an incorrect model will lead to distortions along and perpendicular to the line of sight 21 .
Both of these effects will, in general, lead to the anisotropic power spectrum. Thus instead of a one dimensional (isotropized) power spectrum one has to consider here a two dimensional power spectrum with components along and perpendicular to the line of sight. For the shake of simplicity, in the following we use a flat sky approximation. The 2D power spectra are calculated following the description given in Magira et al. (2000) with a slight modification to allow for various weight functions 22 . The fiducial model there for calculating distances is Milne's empty universe model. Thus the comoving distance interval along and perpendicular to the line of sight are:
where ∆z is redshift interval and ∆θ angular separation between two objects. For the general FRW universe the corresponding intervals read as:
is the comoving transverse distance. Now, defining the shift parameters:
we can write down the final expression for the 2D power spectrum on a light-cone:
and
21 Alcock-Paczynski test (Alcock & Paczynski 1979 ) is based on these cosmological distortions. 22 In the calculations we are using FKP weight function.
The factor c ⊥ (z) 2 c (z) in the denominator of Eq. (31) is the Jacobian determinant taking into account the change in a volume element. It is missing in the numerator due to the cancellation by the similar but inverse term arising from the transformation of the k-space volume element. The term in square brackets models the amplification due to the coherent inflows and the last term in the numerator, P c (k ′ ; > M low , z), is given earlier by Eq. (20). In the case of SZ flux selected clusters M low at each redshift for a given lower flux limit is found using Eq. (22) and (24).
In Fig. 15 we present some examples of 2D power spectra calculated in the manner described above. It is important to note that the picture on both panels looks practically the same. This is due to the fact that cosmological and redshift-space distortions work in a different way: cosmological transformation is stretching or compressing the power spectra on the plane of the figure whereas redshift distortion is moving the spectra in a vertical direction. If we had smooth power spectra without any particular features then it would be extremely hard to disentangle these two types of distortions. Having the power spectra with acoustic features it is easy to isolate cosmological distortion by dividing out a smooth component. The ability to disentangle cosmological and redshift-space distortions is extremely important for extracting bias parameter from the survey in a self-consistent way. In the parameter estimation part of this section we see how much better one does with the model having acoustic oscillations compared to the one without.
The total power spectrum measured over big z-interval is a weighted sum of differently distorted power spectra and so there will be some erasure of acoustic features. The erasure is stronger along the line of sight, as can be seen from Fig. 15 , since due to the currently chosen reference model |
dz |. Again, this effect is strongly pronounced because Milne's model differs strongly from the WMAP concordance cosmology for which our calculation was done. 
Parameter estimation
In this subsection we apply a Fisher matrix forecasting techniques to study how well one can determine cosmological parameters. Since the pioneering investigations in the field of CMB anisotropies (Jungman et al. 1996) and galaxy redshift surveys (Tegmark 1997) these methods have gained great popularity. For a full description of the method with applications see Tegmark et al. (1997 ). Following Tegmark (1997 the Fisher matrix in the case of a 2D power spectrum can be written as (see also Hu & Haiman (2003) ):
where and we take ∆k ⊥ = ∆k = ∆k. P LC,2D is given in Eq. (31) and V eff in Eq. (7). The wavevector components k i and k ⊥j form a rectangular grid with a step size ∆k. We allow them to span the range 0.005 . . . tensor. Moreover, we have restricted our calculations to the flat models only, and for the bias have assumed optimistically that one is able to describe it with a relative accuracy of 15%. Finally, the joint Fisher matrix is the sum of all the Fisher matrices transformed to a common frame. All the calculations done here assume an underlying model with baryonic features in the matter power spectrum. Fig. 16 presents results for the previously described shallow survey with full sky coverage while the error ellipses in Fig. 17 apply to the deep and narrow survey. In both figures dashed lines correspond to the single and solid lines to the multiple bin case. Due to the fact that with a single bin one is able to measure the shape of the power spectrum with a higher precision than in the case of multiple bins, we see from the above figures that in general stronger constraints on Ω m are obtained. On the other hand constraints on w 0 are much stronger in the multiple bin case due to the increased knowledge about the redshift derivatives. We also performed calculations taking 2 redshift bins and the results were already rather close to the solid curves in the figures above which can be interpreted as an indication that any further redshift slicing would not improve constraints on w 0 . Also one should not increase the number of redshift bins much above the maximally used values of three and four since then the wavevector bins with width ∆k = 0.005 h Mpc −1 would become highly correlated and the above Fisher matrix calculation would not be too meaningful.
Probably the most interesting constraints in Fig. 16 and 17 are the ones for Ω m (or Ω DE since we have assumed flat models) and w 0 . Error ellipses in the Ω m -w 0 plane are also given in Fig. 18 for various different assumptions. The top panel here corresponds to the PLANCK-type and the lower one to the SPT-type of survey. The order of ellipses in the top panel starting from the bottommost one is as follows: (1) clustering signal of the model without baryonic oscillations + CMB priors, (2) (1) + prior on bias, (3) clustering signal of the "wiggly" model, (4) (3) + CMB priors, (5) (4) + prior on bias. The only difference on the lower panel is the reversed order of (2) and (3). The inset on the lower plot displays the constraints obtainable (again starting from the bottommost ellipse) with (1) SPT, (2) PLANCK, (3) SPT + PLANCK, (4) the survey with SPT characteristics covering the full sky. For all of the cases here in the inset we have included CMB and bias priors. The constraint ellipses for the "clustering only" case assuming a "smooth" model would fill almost all the plot area and for the shake of clarity we have not displayed them here. It is evident from Fig. 18 that the model with baryonic oscillations is doing much better compared to its smoothed-out counterpart. Adding prior information (in contrast to the "smooth" case) does not result here in such a strong improvement i.e. clustering signal alone has already a significant constraining power. Table 1 lists the principal components of the clustering analysis only i.e. no CMB and bias priors included. Also we have marginalized over bin bias parameters. This serves as a compact way of summarizing our results. The principal components are given in the form:
Here e 
Comparison to the previous work
Probably the two closest works to ours are Majumdar & Mohr (2004) and Hu & Haiman (2003) . In Majumdar & Mohr (2004) authors discuss constraints obtainable by combining the cluster power spectrum with an independent information from cluster number counts. Unfortunately they do not present results separately for the clustering signal only. Moreover, they use an isotropized power spectrum which leads to a significant loss of information especially when the spectra contain baryonic features. In Hu & Haiman (2003) authors use the full 2D power spectrum of galaxy clusters although they do not take into account light-cone effects. Since the light-cone power spectrum is a blend of differently deformed power spectra (if we are away from the reference model point) some erasure of baryonic features will result as seen from Fig. 15 . Also in their analysis they used k-modes up to 0.15 as opposed to our adopted value of 0.1 h Mpc −1 . As seen from Fig. 6 at k = 0.15 h Mpc −1 the cluster power spectrum differs already quite significantly from the simple linear one, particularly for the more massive systems. In order to simplify the comparison our results with Hu & Haiman (2003) , we used identical CMB priors. An additional difference is that we do not allow the spectral index of the power spectrum to vary but keep it fixed to n = 1. In total their results for the SPT-type of survey are significantly more optimistic, e.g. the constraints on w 0 agree roughly with our SPT+PLANCK case, however, in the case of Ω m an approximate agreement is achieved with our SPT full sky example.
Conclusions
In this paper we studied the clustering of SZ-selected galaxy clusters on a past light-cone with the particular emphasis on the possibility of constraining properties of DE. We were implementing an extended Press-Schechter type of analytical model as described e.g. in Sheth & Tormen (1999) . The description for the calculation of the light-cone power spectra (e.g. Yamamoto et al. (1999) ) was modified slightly in order to incorporate other than simple number weighting schemes. The analytical model was extensively calibrated using the outputs from the VIRGO Consortium's Hubble Volume simulations. With a little bit of fine tuning we were able to match analytical light-cone power spectra with ones extracted from the simulations to an accuracy better than 20%. The SZ scaling relations were calibrated so as to get a good match to the number count results from the stateof-the-art hydrodynamical simulations of White et al. (2002) . Having a well calibrated analytical model we went on to investigate how accurately future SZ surveys like PLANCK and SPT could determine the cluster power spectrum and weather they would be able to detect traces of baryonic oscillations. Also in this stage we made use of VIRGO simulation outputs for building cluster catalogs for various survey depths and sensitivity limits. We showed that the aforementioned blank sky SZ surveys will have capabilities to improve over the detection of acoustic features based on the SDSS LRG sample. In order to obtain a high-fidelity detection of the baryonic oscillations, one has to reach the relative accuracy ∼ 5% if the wavenumber bin width ∆k = 0.005 h Mpc −1 is used. This seems to be 18 G. Hütsi: Clustering of SZ clusters Table 1 . Principal components as given in Eq. (36) for the "clustering only" case for PLANCK-like, SPT-like and for the combined survey. rather hard to achieve with surveys like SPT having still relatively narrow sky coverage. On the other hand, for surveys with a wide sky coverage the prospects seem to be better e.g. with ∼ 25, 000 most massive clusters up to redshift ∼ 0.6 one should be able to reach relative accuracy ∼ 4.5% at k = 0.05 h Mpc −1
i.e. roughly the scale where one expects to see the first major acoustic feature.
In the last part of the paper we carried out a Fisher matrix forecasting analysis for cosmological parameters, which add up to nine in the case of four redshift bins: Ω m , σ 8 , Ω b , h, w 0 plus a free bias parameter for each bin. We included prior information for Ω m h 2 and Ω b h 2 from CMB angular power spectrum studies and also constrained the possible values for the bias parameters. It turns out that prior on bias parameters has only a significant effect in the case of models with smooth power spectra i.e. models with acoustic oscillations have enough constraining power to give an estimates for bias parameters from the survey itself. The most interesting constraints are obtained for Ω m and w 0 . Wide and rather shallow surveys like PLANCK in combination with CMB prior on Ω m h 2 are able to provide strong constraints on Ω m or in the case of flat models equivalently on Ω DE = 1 − Ω m . The constraints on w 0 on the other hand are not so good as the ones obtained by deeper and narrower surveys with the characteristics of SPT due to the lack of higher redshift objects. We also give our results as the principal components of the Fisher matrix that should allow for an easy way of comparison and also for a fast way of incorporating these constraints to further parameter forecasting studies.
